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What am I Doing here on earth? 

 
What I Do here on earth is Consciously Live in and as ‘my’ Body people’s resistance to 

be Here, Fully Here in the Body, Fully Present, as Consciousness, as the Formless Beyond all 
Form. This resistance of people to Conscious Body-Life is their karma. The entire karma of 
people can be, must and will (in due course) be Lived on the most dense energetic or physical 
level of Existence. 

Again and again ‘my’ Body – Functioning That Way Beyond any self, Beyond any 
control, any resistance, any manipulation – Takes over, in and upon itself and associates with, 
people’s resistance to Be Here, to (Openly, Honestly, Selflessly) Feel what is, resistance to 
Feel the earthly reality of (Inherent) Pain of being contracted into form, into body, of being 
sentenced to Live the Truth of the Formless in such a cramped, belittled, ‘ridiculous’ painful 
way. 

There is no relief. The association with people’s resistance is a constant one. There is 
only a Process Going on – in Which relief has its place, occurring if ‘my’ Body manages to 
Meditate through, that is: to Consciously Live, the resistance of the people it met – 
individually or as a group and even of humanity as a whole – or associated with otherwise, if 
it manages to finally be Present again, if Consciousness as the Body – Here – manages to 
Pierce through the mist or Unconsciousness that it was again and in fact all the time 
Sacrificed into. 

Relief has its place in the Process as something relative. The Pain itself however, or: the 
Meditation-object, never goes away. The Meditation (or the Formless) Itself is Inherently 
Painless, the Meditation-object or the resistant form – resistant to Surrendering (in)to the 
Formless – is always Painful. 

This means nothing less than that Whole-Hearted Living in and as Consciousness is 
Always, Simultaneously: being in Pain and being without Pain. There’s no choice, no 
preference, no identification with one of them. This is Oneness of Duality and Oneness Lived 
in and as the Human Body: to Consciously Live this Duality of One and Two. 

In itself this Duality is again Painful. But, again, if Consciousness is, again or still, 
Allowed, the Painless Outshines this. It doesn’t kill it however, nor does It make the Pain 
impalpable, imperceptible. 

Karma is not something personal in the end, and this Truth is revealed when you’re 
finally ready with the personal, if the whole lie of and around it has been Lived, Seen, Felt 
through. 

The more karma (or: Waiting Pain) the Body Humbly Allows and Consciously Feels 
through, the more karma the Body Transcends therefore, the more it gets. Simply because 
there is no personal karma. There is a Process Going on, One Process of Transcending, a 
Becoming Conscious of karma (that is: hidden attachment to not Feeling Whole-Heartedly 
everything there is to Feel as Body, everything that is Offered to you). This getting more and 
more karma – if the Body is indeed Willing to Feel and Actually Feels more and more Pain – 
is Universal Justice. 


